
THE FAMOUS GENE ANDERSON
TORN AND RESTORED NEWSPAPER TRICK

Revised, enhanced with further drawing, illustrated with action photographs.

This trick is described in the original pages of” Newspaper
Magic”but after Jay Marshall added it to his show, he found
that there were many paints that needed further clarifica-
tion. Sam Randlett, well known Origami expert, was called
on to re-do some of the drawings in a more technical style,
to make the trick easier to follow. Also a series of action
photographs were taken by Dick Jarrow, of Gene Anderson
actually doing the trick. Jay Marshall added to the text, and
the net result is a trick in detail that is easy to learn, but
which will be your most outstanding effect.

Doug Henning put the trick in his Broadway Show, and since
then has done it several times on network television. He has
four “Specials” already signed for, and the trick will appear
at least once, maybe more, in this series.



GENE ANDERSON’S TORN AND RESTORED NEWSPAPER

One of the strongest effects in magic is that of the “Torn and Restored Newspaper.” In this effect, a newspaper is torn into
many small pieces and magically restored. In reality, the illusion of restoring the newspaper employs the substitution of a
duplicate newspaper for the torn pieces. Over the years, a number of methods have been devised to achieve this effect,
each with its own subtleties. By utilizing many of the principles of these methods and “building on their shoulders,” Gene
Anderson created his version of the Torn and Restored Newspaper which is exceptionally clean, fast and direct. The strong
points of his method are the following:

1 Two double sheets of newspaper are torn, thus helping to create the illusion that an entire newspaper is torn.

2 The newspaper is torn in an almost haphazard manner — not into deliberately “nice” pieces.

3 The torn pieces remain in full sight until the restoration.

4. The torn pieces are not “unfolded;” they are INSTANTLY and VISIBLY restored to the opened newspaper.

5. All pages of the newspaper are shown immediately after restoration.

6. The pages of the newspaper handle like single pages (because they really are!)

7. The newspaper can be handled Freely both before and after the effect.

8. Absolutely NO back lighting problem.

9. May be performed at any time during the act or as an emcee bit.

10 Effect is self-contained - no body or table loads are utilized.

11. Can be performed close-up small audiences.

12. Unique “one ahead” perpetuation feature, only one paper is destroyed per performance. The restored paper can be
used again.

How well the illusion of the torn and restored newspaper is conveyed to the audience depends upon how convincingly the
magician can accomplish three things: (1) tear the newspaper, (2) “cause” the magic to happen, and (3) show the newspa-
per restored. Although all three phases not equally difficult to perform, it must be emphasized that all three are of equal
importance to the overall effect in the eyes of the audience.

To facilitate practicing the effect, each of the three phases can be practiced individually. Since “causing the magic to
happen” (the restoration) is undoubtedly the most intriguing phase to the reader, it will be practiced as Phase I. First,
however

PREPARATION OF THE NEWSPAPER

Prepare and fold two newspapers (duplicates for performance but not for practice) as illustrated in drawings
1-22 and photos 1-4.

Make a clip (photos No. 5 and No. 6) from an 18 inch piece of soft iron wire (commonly called “stove-pipe wire” in
American hardware stores.) Overlap the ends of the wire and twist together to form a continuous loop, then bend it into a
rectangle of approximately 1” x 7¼” dimensions. Finally, glue the wire between two small pieces of newspaper. The
writing on these pieces must be across (parallel to the writing on the packets) rather than up and down; the edges should be
ragged.

Unfold one of the newspapers and place the clip between the sections marked “A” (drawings I through III, photo 6), and
bend the clip around the packet. With the packet cemented in place, refold the newspaper for practicing Phase I.



PHASE I. THE FLASH RESTORATION

Inspiration for the flash restoration must be credited to Al Koran and his version of the Torn and Restored Newspaper in
“Routined Manipulation, Volume I.” To practice the flash restoration, pretend that the clipped packet consists of torn
pieces. With the refolded newspaper facing you (photo No. 18) hold the papers clipped between the index finger and the
other fingers of the right hand. Fold down corners 8/7, 6/5, 4/3 and grasp between the thumb and index finger of the right
hand (photo No. 18.) Grasp corner MIN and folded corner 211 in the left hand (photo No. 19.) Allow the paper to fall from
its clipped position in the right hand, and spread the arms. DO NOT SNAP THE PAPER LIKE A SILK FOULARD! A few
trials will show the simplicity of the flash restoration maneuver. In performance, the flash restoration is literally stunning
and often gets a gasp from the audience.

PHASE II. PAGING THROUGH THE NEWSPAPER

Paging through the newspaper relies on a subtlety which is original to newspaper magic but quite closely akin
to the double lift of card magic: in brief, two pages are turned as one. Due to the preparation and handling
of the newspaper, the presence of an extra page never occurs to the audience! This psychological ruse depends on the
audience’s familiarity with newspapers and intuitive knowledge that four pages are four pages (when in reality they are
not!)* Showing the prepared newspaper page by page is not simple, but it is every bit as difficult to show an unprepared
newspaper. Phase II is best practiced in two separate parts.

Part A: Unprepared Newspaper. Number two double sheets of newspaper as follows: 1, 2, M, 4,5, 6,7, 8. Page through this
newspaper as illustrated by the stick figures and photos No. 7 - No. 11. Note that when showing (for example) page 6 - 7,
the middle pages tend to hang at an angle. Even though the newspaper is un-prepared, it “looks suspicious.” Compensate
by grasping the newspaper on the side and by tilting it slightly (photo No. 8 and stick figure 2) Page 4 - 5 (the center)
present no problem, but pages M -2 must be tilted the other direction (photo No. 10.) Practice paging through the unpre-
pared newspaper until you can handle it easily and unhesitantly.

Part B. Prepared Newspaper. Repeat the paging maneuver with a newspaper prepared like that used for Phase I (drawing
IV). Due to the placement of the load, the weight distribution is identical to that of an unprepared newspaper. Paging
through the prepared newspaper differs only when the two pages (M/N and 3/4 are turned as though they were one. The
folded corner (1/2) eliminates any hesitation in grasping the other four corners for this maneuver. Note that pages N and 3
are never viewed by the audience. By means of this principle, a surprisingly bulky load can be hidden without arousing
audience suspicion.

In performance the newspaper is paged through both before and after “the effect.” The rationale for showing the newspa-
per twice is (.1) to allow the audience to identify the newspaper before it is torn so (2) its identity can be confirmed as “the
very same newspaper” after the restoration. Showing the newspaper only once would be a pointless attempt to either show
the newspaper “unprepared” or to show the pieces “vanished.” As a magician your newspaper is unprepared (by unspoken
definition) and there are no pieces - for the newspaper is restored! Your presentation must fit this logic throughout.

PHASE III. TEARING THE NEWSPAPER

Most newspapers are made with a grain, i.e., they tear easily into strips in an up-down direction but do not tear across
easily ** This can be put to good advantage by first tearing the newspaper into vertical strips, then.

*In Norway the page: of a newspaper are glued at one edge (similar to a magazine,) and an intuitive feeling of how a
newspaper is assembled never becomes a part of the Norwegian psyche. Consequently, showing five pages as four is not
an especially deceptive principle in Scandinavia.

**Most American newspapers are made with a very definite grain which makes tearing the sheets into horizontal strips a
very easy matter. In Europe this is not always the case. The London DAILY MAIL has a very good grain (did in 1969) but
the LONDON TIMES has almost no grain and tore down or across with equal ease. A good grain is not essential to the
tearing, but the risk of a faulty tearing is considerably reduced when a grain is present. The best bet is to test the grain of
the newspaper by tearing first across, then down. If there is no grain, try to use a different newspaper.



tearing the strips into pieces (photos No. 12 - No. 16.) This “haphazard” method of tearing the newspaper is extremely
effective.

Practice tearing newspapers by gluing a load (clipped packet of newspaper) into position on two double sheets of newspa-
per. Pre-creasing of the practice sheets is unnecessary, as is extra sheet M/N. The tearing must be well rehearsed to elimi-
nate all possible motions which indicate the presence of a load.

The newspaper is most easily controlled during the tearing by “pulling” the strip with the load towards the body and
pushing the other strip away (the dotted arrows in photos No.12 - No.16 show the positions of the hidden load during the
tearing.) This eliminates any flopping of the packet during the tearing and provides misdirection if trouble is encountered
and the cover strip is accidentally torn off. The torn strips should be placed in front of the strip with the load so the per-
former has full view of the packet at all times. The packet itself should be camouflaged as pieces by gluing a few overlap-
ping strips of paper on its edges as shown in Photo No.4.

Bending the clip. The clip is covered with paper to look like a torn piece. Open the clip with the thumbs, and bend the
ends of the clip around to the far side with the fingers, so that the torn pieces are held firmly. When properly clipped, the
edges of the actual torn pieces are curled around until they are she same width as the packet. (Overlap on top or bottom
will not matter.) The clipped pieces will disappear behind the restored sheets on the initial “flop down” of the flash restora-
tion (see photos No. 17 - 20. Also note the darker-colored camouflage strips on the edges.) In performance it is not really
necessary to cover the action of bending the clip around the pieces if the performer capitalizes on this as the  “moment of
magic” and informs the audience that squeezing the edges of the pieces magically welds them together in one piece. The
audience will not seriously believe this squeeze-welding stuff had anything to do with the trick.

PERFORMANCE DIRECTIONS

1 Page through the “four “ pages, pointing out distinctive ads if you desire, for the audience to recall as identification of
the newspaper.

2. Tear the newspaper into strips, then into pieces.

3. Bend the clip around the piece claiming to “weld” them together.

4. Hold the pieces high in the right hand (restoration position.) Inform the audience that the pieces are completely
restored.

5. Make sure all eyes are on you, grasp the appropriate corners with the left band and flash restore the newspaper.

6. Quell any attempts at applause until you “prove” that the newspaper is indeed the very same one.

7. Page through the duplicate newspaper, pointing out the same ads and pictures.

8 Bow to acknowledge the applause.

PATTER

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, TONIGHT I AM GOING TO PRESENT THE ILLUSION OF THE TORN AND RE-
STORED) NEWSPAPER. IN THIS EFFECT I TEAR A NEWSPAPER COMPLETELY TO SHREDS AND THEN,
WITH THE SHEER MAGIC OF MENTAL CONCENTRATION, CAUSE THE PIECES TO RECOMBINE INTO THE
VERY SAME NEWSPAPER. SO THAT YOU WILL RECOGNIZE IT WHEN YOU SEE IT AGAIN, I AM GOING TO
PAGE THROUGH THE NEWSPAPER VERY SLOWLY, AND I ASK THAT YOU REMEMBER A PICTURE OR AD
FROM SOMEWHERE WITHIN. (Page through the paper, commenting on the various ads if you so desire, and rest
assured that the audience will remember an adjust as you requested.) NOW THE ILLUSION BEGINS. (Tear the newspa-
per in two in a very deliberate fashion.) THE REASON THIS PART IS CALLED AN ILLUSION IS THAT I NEVER
TEAR THE NEWSPAPER AT ALL! (Say this as you rip the paper in two. Continue talking as you tear.) THE ILLUSION
IS AIDED BY THE FACT THAT IT SOUNDS AS IF THE PAPER IS



BEING TORN. SOMETIMES PEOPLE ACTUALLY COME UP TO ME AFTER THE SHOW AND SAY, “I
COULD HAVE SWORN YOU TORE THAT PAPER,” BUT THEY ARE PERHAPS LED TO BELIEVE THIS
BECAUSE THEY THINK THEY SEE SEPARATE PIECES (Show separate pieces, then complete the tearing.)
NOW WE COME TO THE MAGIC PART. (Begin to bend the clip around the pieces.) THIS IS WHEN I WELD
THE PIECES TOGETHER IN A SORT OF BARE HANDED FUSE WELDING PROCESS. THEN AS YOU SEE
(Hold packet high in air in restoration position with corners ready for left hand.) THE PAPER IS COMPLETELY
RESTORED!

(Look at the audience triumphantly as if expecting applause. “Realize” they are not going to applaud , then say:) YOU
DON’T BELIEVE ME. WELL, TAKE A LOOK! (Reach left hand up, grasp corners and flash restore. If applause is
attempted, smile but quell it with a hand motion.) NOW! DO YOU REMEMBER THE PICTURES? (Page through the
newspaper, finally holding it in the left hand. Often the applause will begin in the middle of the paging, but be sure to
complete the paging, then bring the right hand into the classic applause pose. See stick figure 8.) THANK YOU.

ADDITIONAL TIPS

1. “One Ahead” perpetuation feature - the working magician’s dream. By preparing many identical packets from the same
issue of the paper, the performer can re-set the effect quite rapidly by removing the torn pieces, applying some glue, and
sticking the new duplicate packet into position. The “restored’ paper will be torn in the next performance. In this manner
ten newspapers (for example) will allow nine performances. As well as serving as guidelines for the tearing, the creases
from the folding give the paper an “un-ironed” appearance identical to that of the restored paper.

2. Traveling kit: A small bottle of rubber cement and a ready-prepared wire clip will quickly transform the local daily into
a miracle. Carry them when you travel!

3. IMPORTANT! After pre-creasing the papers into packets, they MUST be unfolded until before the performance. This
will insure a rapid flash restoration. The packets and the clip can all utilize the contact principle of rubber cement so that
the restoration packet need only be refolded, clipped, and “contacted” into place for performance. To keep the dried rubber
cement from adhering where it’s not wanted, place some waxed paper over its surface.

Photos by Richard C. Jarrow Copyright 1968
Illustrations by Gene Anderson Copyright 1975

Magic, Inc.
Chicago; II. 60625



STANDARD SYMBOLS USED IN PAPER FOLDING

Turn Over

Vally Fold

Behind

In Front

Mountain Fold

These instructions have been revised, edited and
arranged with additional illustrations by the well
known origami expert: mr. Samuel L. Randlett
Magic, Inc. 1975

PREPARATION OF THE TWO NEWSPAPERS

Glue extra sheet M/N to the edge of
page 3 (see photos 1 thorugh 3) Fold
the nuwspaper in half to the left

Note the numbering
of the pages.

Make all creases sharp!

FOLDING THE PACKET
Prepare and fold duplicate newspapers as shown
in the drawings on pages A thorugh D.



2 Fold the three
near pages in half.

9 Fold in half
downward

8 Fold the two most
distant layers
(pages 1/2, M/N)
over the rest

3 Mountain-fold the
remaining pages
in half.

4 Open out the
three near pages.

7 Fold three layers
to the left edge.

6 Bring the far left
edges to the far
right edges.

5 Bring the folded
edge to the crease.



12 Fold the entire
lower end upward
along the existing
crease.

13 Mountain-fold
end N to the back.

11 Fold the lower end
to the crease.

10 Return to the position
shown in fig. 9.

15 Now the
corners
must be
folded:
see fig. 16

14 Turn over
top to
bottom.

10

11 1312

15

14



FOLDING THE CORNERSOF THE PACKET to facilitate the flash opening.
(Figures 16 thourgh 22 are enlarged views of the packet.)

16 Fold down the
corner of page N.

22 Unfold one of the
duplicate packets.
Prepare a clip
(see text on the
first page and
photo 5)

21 Draw a large A
upside-down to match
photos 4 and 6. Turn
over left to right.

20 Turn over left
to right.

19 Fold pages 8, 6, and 4 -
three layers in all -
as shown. Note the
positioin of the crease!

18 Fold page 1 over
page M along the
indicated crease.

17 Fold the corner
of page 2 to the
folded edge of M.

16 17 18

19 20 21

22



I. Coat the back of
the packet and
section A of the
open newspaper
with rubber cement.
Place packet on
paper-covered clip.

V. Turn over top
to bottom.

III.Bend the tips of the
clip over the front
of the packet.

VI.The paper are now
ready for practice
of Phase I, the
flash restoration.

IV. Refold the newspaper
as in steps 1 through 20;
be sure to turn over left
to right as in step 20.

II. Place packet and
clip on section A
(see photo 6)

V.

I

II.

III.

IV.

VI.



Then add the left-hand

right index
finger here

other right
fingers on
far side

Pull back wiht the
right thumb the
three corners
nearest you. Hold
theses corners
between right thumb
and index finger.

CAMOUFLAGE
Glue ragged paper strips
on the restoration packet

as illustrated.

GRIP JUST BEFORE THE FLASH RESTORATION

First learn the right-hand grip:

Packet in
position for flash
restoration

See photo 4. (These comouflage
strips are omitted in other drawings
for the sake of clarity.)

left
fingers
under
corner M

left
thumb
here








